While face-to-face bargaining has proven itself to be extremely efficient in the laboratory, it appears to break down often in the real world. This discrepancy, we assert, is explained by the fact that in the real world face-to-face bargaining is usually conducted not between principals but between the agents of principals. We find a substantial increase in inefficiency when bargaining is conducted through agents rather than through principals and offer an explanation for this rise in inefficiency. As such, this paper helps to shed light on the growing literature on delegation, commitment, and preference distortion games. Journal of Economic Literature Classification Numbers: C78, C92. ᮊ
INTRODUCTION
It is a stylized fact of laboratory bargaining experiments that in an incomplete-information environment the efficiency of face-to-face bargaining appears to be much higher than in anonymous bargaining mechanisms in which bargaining is structured by having subjects play some type of non-cooperative game without direct communication. For example, in the experiments on Coasian bargaining performed by Hoffman and Spitzer Ž . 1982 and others, face-to-face bargaining seemed to be remarkably efficient in attaining first-best gains from trade while anonymous procedures Ž . like those of Roth and Murdigham 1982 , where bargainers communicate in a virtually unrestricted manner through computer terminals, were less 1 Ž . successful. Radner and Schotter 1989 find the same result comparing face-to-face bargaining with the sealed-bid mechanism.
The relative superiority of face-to-face bargaining in the laboratory does not seem to be supported in the field. For example, Ashenfelter and Currie Ž . 1990 report evidence that in a broad variety of situations, including private sector contracts, public sector contracts, collective bargaining agreements, medical malpractice cases, child custody cases, etc., bargaining tends to break down and results in costly and inefficient litigation and Ž . strikes. Other investigators, such as Kennan and Wilson 1990 , Salop and Ž . Ž . White 1988 , and Card 1990 , report similar results, while Bolton and Ž . Katok 1998 demonstrate the ''narcotic effects'' of having arbitration as a possibility in bargaining situations. In all of these studies, disagreement rates seem to be closer to those of the anonymous laboratory experiments than to those of the face-to-face variety.
The contradictory evidence presented by the laboratory and the field has Ž . led Roth and Prasnikar 1990 to examine whether the supposed superiority of face-to-face bargaining over anonymous structured bargaining is merely an experimental artifact ''having to do with social interactions in Ž . the laboratory, rather than a more general phenomenon'' p. 1 . Roth and Prasnikar argue in particular that ''the negligible frequency of disagreements observed in face-to-face bargaining experiments is due to uncontrolled social pressures that have little relation to the substance of the Ž . bargaining'' p. 11 . They later note that these social pressures are transmitted between experimental subjects not only verbally but also through Ž . channels of ''social'' or ''nonverbal communication'' p. 5 . In this paper we comment on this discrepancy between real-world and laboratory data. The resolution, we believe, comes from the simple fact that while all of the field studies cited are examples of face-to-face bargaining they are also examples of face-to-face bargaining between 1 Ž . See Roth 1995 . Ž . fiduciaries e.g., lawyers, union leaders or agents and not between the principals themselves. It is our hypothesis here that, because such agents must act on the instructions of their principals and are constrained by their fiduciary relationships, inefficiencies result because of this agency relationship that would not result if the principals could meet by themselves. In fact, in a number of disputes, the court has dictated that in order to facilitate agreement, principals must be present at some of the negotia-Ž . tions between lawyers their agents . The idea is that their presence is 2 Ž more likely to facilitate settlement. See Ashenfelter and Bloom, 1993 , for an alternative explanation of the inefficiencies introduced when lawyers . represent principals.
On another level, one can consider this paper to be an experimental investigation of the theory underlying delegation games studied by Jones Ž . Ž . Ž . 1989a , Burtraw 1990 , 1993 , and Fershtman and Kalai 1997 3 Like commitment and preference distortion games, 4 delegation games have a two-part structure. In stage 1 principals delegate negotiation authority to bargaining agents whose preferences over bargaining outcomes may differ from those of the principals. Typically, the principal attempts to alter the agent's preferences by offering him or her an incentive contract before stage 2 starts. In stage 2, a game is played by the agents which could be either a Nash demand game, a Rubinstein alternating bid bargaining game, or, as in our study, a face-to-face bargain-Ž ing situation under incomplete information. Preference distortion games and commitment games have the same basic structure except that in stage 1 agents either report utility functions representing preferences over bargaining outcomes in stage 2 or commit themselves to bargaining positions by making demands from which it is hard to retreat. Obviously, in all three games, stage 1 strategies merely serve the purpose of defining a mapping from preferences to outcomes in stage 2. Principals attempt to get preferential outcomes for themselves in stage 2 by either distortion of their preferences, commitment to bargaining positions, or delegation to . agents whose preferences they have attempted to control.
In the experiments we conducted, if an agreement between bargaining agents is reached it is, per se, efficient. Hence we are interested in situations in which delegation leads to inefficiency through its failure to 2 Jerome Katz, Esq., private communication. 3 These are just a few of the papers written in recent years on this subject. For applications Ž . Ž . of these ideas to problems in oligopoly theory, see Fershtman and Judd 1987 , Sklivas 1987 , Ž . and Fershtman et al. 1991 . For an application to the problem of worker firm negotiations, Ž . see Jones 1989b . 4 Ž . For some examples of preference distortion games, see Crawford and Varian 1979 and Ž . Ž . Ž . Sobel 1981 . For examples of commitment games, see Shelling 1956 , Crawford 1982 , and Ž . Muthoo 1992 consummate trades. In short we are not interested in explaining inefficient agreements but rather in disagreements. In the commitment literature, Ž . Crawford 1982 has demonstrated that disagreements between bargainers are possible when the cost of breaking a commitment is sufficiently large. The delegation game used in our experiment is isomorphic to a commitment game in the sense that our principals delegate bargaining authority to agents but are able to, if they want, bind or commit these agents not to Ž . settle for prices which are less than or more than certain critical levels. ŽThey are, of course, free to leave their agents unconstrained if they think . that is best. As a result, the same type of disagreement possibilities Ž . described by Crawford 1982 in his commitment model apply here as well. Therefore, our claim is that it is delegation as in real-world bargaining and the possibility for inflexible commitment that is responsible for the breakdown of negotiations in field data and that the lack of such breakdowns in face-to-face experiments without delegation is not an artifact of the Ž laboratory environment. Put differently, real-world field data on principalto-principal face-to-face bargaining would have to be presented in order to have a controlled comparison between currently existing laboratory data . and field data.
To test our hypothesis we ran a series of bargaining experiments in which agents, representing, respectively, the buyer and the seller of an imaginary commodity, engaged in face-to-face bargaining on behalf of their principals. We refer to such experiments as indirect FFBEs, as distinguished from direct FFBEs in which bargaining is conducted directly by the principals. The indirect FFBEs we ran differed from each other in two ways: the manner through which bargainers were compensated and the frequency with which bargainers were allowed to consult with their principals. In one subset of the experiments, bargainers received their instructions from principals once and only once at the beginning of a 3-minute bargaining session and could not consult with them again during that round. We will refer to these experiments as the 1-consult indirect FFBEs. In these experiments the bargaining agents were paid in two different ways. In some they were paid a percentage of the profits from any transaction while in the others the agents were paid a fixed fee each time they agreed on a transaction, irrespective of its terms.
In the other indirect FFBEs we allowed bargainers the possibility of repeatedly consulting with their principals. We call such experiments the 4-consult indirect FFBEs since bargainers were given four opportunities to consult with their principals during the experiment. We ran these experiments in an effort to make our design more closely resemble real-life Ž . bargaining where agents lawyers can repeatedly consult with their princi-Ž . pals clients and receive changes in their instructions. We feared that perhaps the inflexibility of having only one consulting opportunity at the outset of the experiment could have created a too inflexible bargaining environment thereby leading to the inefficiencies we observed.
What we find is that the frequency of inefficient disagreements in 1-consult indirect FFBEs is non-negligible when bargaining is conducted by agents rather than directly between principal buyers and sellers. In a comparison of the results of direct and 1-consult indirect FFBEs, we find that disagreement rates are significantly higher when bargaining is conducted through agents and are more similar to the type of disagreement Ž . rates observed by Linhart et al., 1989 in experiments using the sealed-bid mechanism. We interpret our results as evidence that the principals in FFBEs with agents treat the process of giving instructions to their agents as a delegation game with an anonymous sealed-bid mechanism in stage 2. By acting strategically through their agents, the principals distort the bargaining process between agents sufficiently to cause inefficiencies.
With respect to the 4-consult experiments, while one might conjecture that such experiments should be more efficient than their 1-consult counterparts, we find that in fact just the opposite is true. 4-consult indirect FFBEs have the greatest incidence of inefficient outcomes. As we will see, this results from the more complex dynamic strategic setting defined by the 4-consult game which leads principals to overconstrain their agents at the outset of the bargaining and then fail to make large enough concessions during the remainder of the experiment.
Section 2 of this paper presents the experimental design used to investigate our hypothesis. Section 3 presents a discussion of our results and offers a possible explanation for them. Section 4 offers some conclusions.
THE EXPERIMENT AND EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

The Experiment
Each experiment was run using New York University undergraduates as subjects and lasted 15 rounds. Subjects arrived in groups of four and were randomly assigned one of the four roles of seller principal, buyer principal, Ž . Ž . seller bargainer agent , and buyer bargainer agent for the duration of Ž . the experiment. The principal and agent of each type buyer and seller were then paired for the duration of the experiment. In the 1-consult experiments, after reading the instructions, the seller pair and buyer pair were taken to separate rooms for the first pre-negotiation phase, which lasted 2 min. In the sellers' room, the cost C of the object to be transacted Ž . in the first round was randomly generated from the distribution G C s Ž . 0.4 w x Cr100 defined over the interval 0, 100 . This distribution skews the random cost realizations toward the low end of the support making it more likely that the seller will have a relatively low cost than a high cost. The seller principal then instructed the agent on the lowest acceptable price that the seller bargainer could accept in the bargaining phase. This price limit was binding on the agent since he or she was penalized severely if he or she violated these instructions. 5 Simultaneously, in the buyers' room, Ž . the value V for the first round was drawn from a distribution F V s 1 y wŽ . x 0.4 w x 100 y V r100 defined on the interval 0, 100 . This distribution skewed the random realizations for the buyer toward the upper end of the interval w x 0, 100 , making high realizations more likely than low ones. These same distributions were used in all of the experiments.
Given the two prior distributions, the existence of beneficial trade was more the rule in these experiments than the exception. The buyer principal then instructed his or her agent on the highest acceptable price he or she Ž was willing to pay for the good. These distributions were identical to the ones used by Radner and Schotter, 1989 , and are representative of a . one-parameter family of distributions. Each pair was permitted to use any time remaining in the pre-negotiation phase as they wished, e.g., to discuss bargaining strategy, as long as they did not engage in threats or discussion of side payments.
After the pre-negotiation phase was over, each principal remained in his or his room while the two bargaining agents met in a third room for the bargaining phase. Bargainers had 3 minutes to agree on a price, and were permitted to bargain in any manner they wished barring physical threats, Ž discussion of side payments, or the disclosure of parameters V, C, or . acceptable price limits . After the end of the bargaining phase each bargainer reported the outcome to his principal and round 2 began and was carried out in an identical manner to round 1. There were 15 rounds in each experiment.
Two sets of 1-consult indirect FFBEs were conducted, one in which bargainer payoffs were calculated using a percentage-fee system, and one that used a fixed-fee system. We refer to these experiments as the percentage-fee FFBE and the fixed-fee FFBE, respectively. In the percent-5 The exact penalty structure was spelled out in the instructions and reads as follows:
Penalties. ''If the negotiated price exceeds the buyer pair's highest acceptable price, then an amount will be substracted from the final payoff of the buyer's bargainer equal to the Ž difference between the value and the highest acceptable price if the negotiated price is less . than the value or the difference between the negotiated price and the highest acceptable Ž . price if the negotiated price exceeds the value . If the negotiated price is less than the seller pair's lowest acceptable price, then an amount will be subtracted from the final payoff of the seller's bargainer equal to the difference between the lowest acceptable price and the Ž . negotiated price if the negotiated price exceeds the cost or the difference between the Ž . lowest acceptable price and the negotiated price if the negotiated price is less than the cost . These penalites ensure that it can never benefit a bargainer to violate the acceptable price limit specified by his or her principal.'' age-fee FFBE, the principal received 2r3 of the profits generated by the transaction for his or her pair and bargainers received 1r3, where the Ž seller-pair profits were P y C and the buyer-pair profits V y P P is the . negotiated price . In the fixed-fee FFBE, the principal received all of the profits and the bargainer received $1.00 for each round in which a transaction was agreed to by the two bargainers, irrespective of the agreed-upon price. In addition, bargainers were penalized if they violated the price limits they agreed to with their respective principals; these penalties ensured that it was never in a bargainer's interest to violate his or her agreement with his or her principal. Payoffs, with the exception of the $1.00 payments to bargainers under the fixed-fee system, were denominated in francs; francs were converted to dollars at the rate of 1 franc s $0.05 at the end of each experiment. In addition, each subject received a fixed payment at the end of the experiment; the fixed payments were set at levels that ensured that all four subject roles, on the average, were approximately equally remunerative. Appendix A presents the instructions for the indirect face-to-face bargaining experiments conducted here.
The 4-consult experiments were identical to the 1-consult experiments except for two features. First, we only ran the percentage-fee treatment and, second, during the negotiation phase of the experiments, at fixed intervals, bargainers were offered the opportunity to stop bargaining for 45 seconds and return to their principals for further instructions. More precisely, in the pre-negotiation phase, principals were able to instruct their bargainers at the 0-second point of the negotiation phase, before bargaining began. If the bargainer wished he or she could also consult at the 45-, 90-, and 135-second mark. Hence, there was a maximum of four consultations. We limited these consultations for many reasons. First, these are very time consuming experiments to run. The 4-consult experiments lasted almost 3 hours. Leaving the opportunity to consult as unstructured and unlimited opened the possibility of endless bargaining sessions. In addition, since our aim in data analysis was to look at concession rates, to facilitate comparisons across people and experiments, we wanted the time that concessions were made to come at identical points. Despite these added complications, however, student motivation in these experiments was high and bargaining was very animated.
Experimental Design
Our experimental design is summarized in Table I . Note that two of the five experiments that we will be commenting upon have been performed Ž . Ž . previously, by either Schotter 1989 or Linhart et al., 1990 , while three have been performed to demonstrate the point being made here. We wish to make comparisons between the indirect face-to-face Schotter 1989 and Linhart et al., 1990 . The results of these comparisons are presented in our next section.
RESULTS
Descripti¨e Results
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The results of our two indirect FFBEs are summarized in Table II . For purposes of comparison, we also included in Table II the results of the direct FFBE and of the anonymous bargaining experiment employing the Ž . sealed-bid mechanism SBM . The data for the latter two experiments are Ž . Ž . taken from Schotter 1989 and Linhart et al., 1990 , respec- tively. We will assess and compare the performance of the five bargaining mechanisms using various inefficiency measures. To explain these inefficiency measures define the potential gains from trade for a particular round as the difference between the value V to the buyer and the cost C to the seller. Provided that the value exceeds the cost, any price P such that C -P -V would generate positive profits for both parties. One way to measure the inefficiency of a bargaining experiment is the disagreement rate: the ratio of the number of rounds in which no agreement was reached despite positive potential gains from trade to the total number of rounds in which potential gains were positive. An alternative measure, which we call the inefficiency rate, is the ratio of the sum of unrealized positive potential gains from trade to total positive potential gains. a Note that in all of these experiments the values and costs were generated by the same
We begin with an examination of the disagreement rates in the two 1-consult and one 4-consult indirect FFBEs and a comparison of their disagreement and inefficiency rates as well as those of the direct FFBE of Ž . Radner and Schotter 1989 and sealed-bid experiments of Linhart et al., Ž . 1990 . Table II indicates that the introduction of bargaining agents results in a sharp rise in the disagreement rate: from 6% in the direct FFBE to 16 and 14% in the percentage-fee and fixed-fee FFBEs, respectively, and 25% in Ž the 4-consult indirect FFBE. Remember that values and costs were . generated by the same probability distributions in all of these experiments. A set of Wilcoxon tests run to test for differences between direct and indirect FFBEs indicates a statistically significant difference between dis-Ž . agreement rates in the direct FFBEs and all 1-consult and 4-consult indirect FFBEs yet finds no difference between any of the indirect FFBE Ž . at the 5% significance level . The 14, 16, and 25% rates are also well above the 4 and 6% rates reported for the ''ultimatum'' games given in Ž . Roth and Prasnikar 1990 and for the similar face-to-face bargaining mechanisms in other studies cited there. It is interesting to note that our results for 1-and 4-consult indirect FFBEs fall within the range of Ž . disagreement frequencies 11 to 49% observed in the studies cited by Ž . Prasnikar and Roth 1990 . However, only the disagreement rates for the 4-consult indirect FFBEs approach the 29% disagreement rate observed in Ž . the Linhart et al., 1990 sealed-bid experiments. It is somewhat surprising that the 1-consult percentage-fee and fixed-fee indirect bargaining mechanisms had such similar disagreement rates. Under the fixed-fee system, bargainers' payoffs are affected only by the number of transactions completed and not by the gains from trade. Thus, at least if the repeated-game elements of the experiment are ignored, the fixed-fee system creates divergent incentives for the principal and bargainer within each pair. We speculate that in order to prevent his or her bargainer from being too ''agreeable''ᎏtoo willing to complete a transaction at prices unfavorable to the principalᎏthe principal would impose a more restrictive price limit than under the percentage-fee system. But the Ž more restrictive are the price limits the higher the lowest acceptable price . or the lower the highest acceptable price , the more difficult it is for the bargainers to conclude agreements. 7 On balance, therefore, we expected the disagreement rate to be higher under the fixed-fee system than under the percentage-fee system. In fact, the percentage-fee disagreement rate Ž . Ž . 16% is slightly higher than the fixed-fee rate 14% . However, when the hypothesis that the disagreement rates for both 1-consult indirect FFBEs are the same was tested using the Wilcoxon test, this hypothesis could not be rejected at any reasonable significance level.
We now turn to a consideration of the second performance measure for bargaining experiments, the inefficiency rate, or the ratio of unrealized positive potential gains to total positive potential gains. The results for all five experiments are again listed in Table II , and parallel the comparison of disagreement rates. The introduction of bargaining agents raised the inefficiency rate from 1% in the direct FFBEs to 7 and 4% in the 1-consult indirect percentage-fee and fixed-fee experiments, respectively, and to 14% in the 4-consult indirect experiment. While the inefficiency rates for the 1-consult indirect FFBEs are still considerably below the 13% rate Ž . reported by Linhart et al., 1990 for the sealed-bid mechanism, the 7 A counterargument might be that agents bargaining under a fixed-fee arrangement might want to build a reputation for getting good deals for their principals as the game is repeated. They would do this in order to get honest reservation prices or instructions from their principals. Consequently, including repeated game elements into our analysis might eliminate or at least diminish the differences expected between the behavior of agents in the fixed-fee and percentage-fee treatments. While this argument might have some merit, we must realize that it is hard for both the buyer and seller agents to simultaneously build strong reputations since the reputation building game is a zero-sum game between them. The principal whose agent has failed to build a strong reputation might be tempted to continue to strategize so as to get favorable outcomes for himself or herself. On these grounds we might expect differences to persist. Ž . inefficiency rate for the 4-consult experiment 14% was practically identical. This is the first of what will be many similarities between the 4-consult and sealed-bid experiments. Again, at the 5% level of significance while no difference was seen between the inefficiency rates of the 1-consult, 4-consult, and sealed-bid inefficiencies, all of these experiments exhibited inefficiency rates which differed significantly from those seen in the direct FFBE using a series of pairwise Wilcoxon tests.
An interesting feature of the direct FFBE reported in Radner and Ž . Schotter 1989, p. 210 is the high variance of prices formed. However, with the introduction of bargaining agents the price variance declined dramati-Ž cally more than threefold, from 546 in the direct FFBE to 160 and 158 in the 1-consult percentage-fee and fixed-fee FFBEs, respectively, and twofold . from 546 to 230 in the 4-consult experiment . The range of prices formed was narrowed and the actual prices formed were more concentrated in the center of the interval. This is not very surprising when account is taken of the price limits imposed by the principals; these limits restrict the behavior of the bargainers in such a way as to make any price in either end of the price range highly unlikely. The mean price formed centered around 50: 50.4 for the direct FFBE, 47.2 for the 1-consult indirect percentage-fee FFBE, 48.2 for the 1-consult indirect fixed-fee FFBE, and 47.8 for the 4-consult experiment. The histograms of negotiated prices for the four experiments are presented in Fig. 1 .
The problem of rationalizing observed inefficiency would be less serious if disagreements generally occurred only when the gains from trade were minimal. Indeed, this is the case in experiments when bargaining agents are absent. In the direct FFBE, among eight non-trade rounds in which the value for the buyer pair is larger than the cost for the seller pair, only two rounds had potential gains greater than 10; the rest had potential gains ranging only from 0.3 to 5.2. However, matters are different in the 1-consult and 4-consult indirect FFBEs. Under each system for bargaining payoffs, most non-trade rounds had potential gains exceeding 10. The highest uncaptured gains were 60 and 39 under the 1-consult percentage-fee and fixed-fee systems, respectively, and 97 for the 4-consult experiment. Hence, while direct face-to-face bargaining fails to make beneficial trades only when the benefits of such trades are minimal, indirect face-to-face bargaining mechanisms are capable of failing even when the gains to trade are substantial.
A Possible Explanation: 1-Consult Experiments
The results discussed above establish that the introduction of bargaining agents into FFBEs results in non-negligible levels of inefficiency comparable to those observed in field studies of real-world bargaining processes. 
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They do not offer an explanation of why this occurs, however. It is our belief that the key to understanding why disagreement rates are higher for indirect FFBEs than direct ones comes from the fact that principals treat these mechanisms as if they were sealed-bid non-cooperative mechanisms and act in a strategic manner when giving instructions to their agents on how to bargain. In short, the sealed-bid mechanism is a type of commitment game in which the bids made by principals are irrevocable commitments which are fed into the second stage price-forming mechanism.
Ž . Hence, just like the Crawford 1982 model, both models are capable of generating disagreements. It is the incompatible commitments made by principals that account for the higher inefficiency and disagreement rates in our experiments. To understand this argument, let us quickly review the sealed-bid bargaining mechanism.
The Sealed-Bid Mechanism
While space prevents us from describing the sealed-bid mechanism in Ž great detail see Leininger et al., 1989 , for a full analysis of the mecha-. nism we will present its major features here. The sealed-bid mechanism is a mechanism with an extremely simple structure. Assume that a potential buyer, B, and a potential seller, S, are bargaining over the terms of a possible trade of a single object. If the object is traded, the value to B is V Ž . and the cost to S is C. The seller incurs no cost if there is no trade. The sealed-bid mechanism works as follows: B and S simultaneously choose bids,¨and c, respectively. If¨G c, then the trade takes place, and B pays Ž . S the price P s k¨q 1 y k c, 0 G k G 1; i.e., the price for the good is a weighted average of the bid and ask made by the buyer and the seller. Note that the greater is k, the more influence the buyer's bid has on the determination of the price of the good given that¨G c. That would imply that high ks are disadvantageous to the buyer since he or she would prefer as low a price as possible or a price as close to the seller's ask as possible. If¨-c, then no trade takes place and B pays S nothing.
Suppose that at the time of bidding, B knows V but not C, and S knows C but not V. The situation is modelled by supposing that V and C are Ž . random variables drawn independently from the distributions F V and
defined over the interval 0, 100 . B's strategy is a function ␤ that determines his or her bid¨for each value of V, and S's strategy is a function ␥ that determines his or her bid c for each value of C. Thus
Ž .
With the skewed prior distributions used in our experiments, the linear equilibrium bid functions are, when, again, k s 0.5,
It is our claim here that principals in indirect FFBEs view their situation as strategically identical to that faced by bidders in the sealed-bid mechanism. In the sealed-bid mechanism a strategy is a function from the set of Ž . Ž . random values costs to the set of bids asks . Trade fails to be realized when the bids made by the buyer are less than the offers made by the seller and since this may occur when there are actually positive gains from Ž . trade existing i.e., when the true value is greater than the true cost , the sealed-bid mechanism yields efficiencies which are typically less than first-best optimal efficiencies. In short,
8 the sealed-bid mechanism can be viewed as a black box into which bids and asks are placed and, depending upon the k used by the mechanism, out of which comes a price at which successful trade will occur.
Explaining 1-Consult Experimental Results
For principals, the indirect face-to-face bargaining mechanism appears to be identical to the sealed-bid mechanism. For them a strategy is an Ž . instruction function mapping their value cost realizations into the price Ž . limits commitments they place on their agents. Prices are formed in the black box of negotiations conducted by the agents. The assessment of the bargaining ability of their agents strictly defines the k which the principal believes characterizes the price formation process of the negotiations. If our analogy between the indirect bargaining mechanism and the sealed-bid mechanism is correct, we should observe two patterns in the data we have generated. First, we should observe trade inefficiencies in the indirect mechanism which mimic the patterns observed in the sealed-bid mecha-Ž . nism experiments of Linhart et al., 1990 in the sense that when inefficiencies occur they should do so because the instruction functions lead to sets of instructions for which no trade can be negotiated despite the fact Ž that benefits from trade do exist i.e., the highest acceptable price for the buyer's agent is below the lowest acceptable price for the seller's agent . despite the fact that the buyer's value is greater than the seller's cost . 8 Ž . Myerson and Satterthwaite 1983 have proven that the linear equilibrium to the sealed-bid mechanism yields the second-best efficiency levels which may be substantially below the first-best optimal levels.
Further, the instruction function observed should appear similar, at least qualitatively, to those bid functions observed in that experiment as well. Let us examine these two pieces of evidence one at a time.
In the sealed-bid mechanism inefficient disagreements can only occur when the bid submitted by the buyer is less than the offer made by the seller. In indirect FFBEs, inefficiencies can occur, despite potential gains from trade, for two reasons. First, the price limits placed on the buyer's Ž agent may be less than the price limit placed on the seller's agent despite . the fact that the true value may be greater than the true cost . As a result, unless agents violate the instructions of their principals, there is no room for trade to take place. This failure process is identical to the one that created inefficiencies in the sealed-bid mechanism. The other reason why beneficial trade may fail to take place in indirect face-to-face mechanisms is that, despite price limits that allow mutually beneficial trade to take place, negotiations break down for seemingly irrational reasons.
If our analogy between the sealed-bid mechanism and indirect bargaining mechanisms is correct, then we should see breakdowns in efficiency of the first type only or at least in the vast majority of cases. An examination of the pattern of disagreements in the two indirect FFBEs offers support for our conjecture, since a substantial majority of disagreements, especially in the fixed-fee FFBE, occur when the price constraints are binding. In fact, in 17 out of the 22 non-trade rounds with positive potential gains in the percentage-fee FFBE, and in 17 out of 18 such rounds in the fixed-fee FFBE, the seller's lowest acceptable price exceeded the buyer's highest acceptable price. That is, in only 5 out of 22 non-trade rounds in the percentage-fee FFBE and in only 1 out of 18 in the fixed-fee FFBE would it have been possible for the bargainers to have concluded transactions Ž without incurring penalties. In the 4-consult experiments the same statis-. tic is 10 out of 30. This pattern is consistent with our hypothesis that inefficiencies result primarily because of the instruction behavior of principals rather than the bargaining behavior of agents.
It is harder to establish that the instruction functions used by our principals are similar to the bid functions observed by Linhart et al., Ž . 1990 , or that they are even close to the theoretical linear bid functions Ž . predicted, in part, by the theory. In Linhart et al., 1990 it was observed that bidders employed linear bid functions similar to those predicted by the theory although systematic deviations were found. The reason for these difficulties has to do with the fact that our current experiments only Ž contain 15 observations per bargaining pair they repeated the experiment . only 15 times . These are skimpy data upon which to estimate a piecewise Ž . Ž linear bid function of the type depicted in Eq. 3.2 above. In Linhart et . Ž . al., there were 75 rounds. Second, in the Linhart et al., 1990 experiments subjects knew the k that was being used to set prices while in our experiments principals would have had to estimate it and that estimate might come too late in the experiment to be observed in the pattern of instructions.
Despite these reservations there are some facts about the manner in which our 1-consult subject principals gave instructions which are consistent with our hypothesis and these are outlined below. First, principal᎐agent theory would indicate that subject principals would give price limits to their agents which were identical to their true values and costs in the percentage-fee indirect bargaining experiment but not in the fixed-fee experiments.
9 More precisely, since the incentives of agents in fixed-fee experiments are simply aimed at making trades no matter what their price, we might expect principals to try to tie their hands by placing strict limits on the prices acceptable to them. In the percentage-fee experiments, however, the incentives of principals and agents are aligned and hence we would expect the principals simply to set their agents' price limits equal to their values or costs and instruct their agents to get the best price they can from the other agents. Therefore, in a space where we place Ž . Ž . the value of a buyer cost of the seller on the x-axis and the bid ask on the vertical axis, principal᎐agent theory would predict instruction functions which are linear with a 0 intercept and a slope of 1 in the percentagefee experiments but with a slope less than 1 in the fixed-fee experiments. In other words, in the percentage-fee experiments, buyer principals should simply allow their agents to pay up to their value for a good purchased if they have to while seller principals would permit selling at cost. For the fixed-fee experiments, however, we might expect an upper limit on the Ž . Ž . price paid price accepted by the buyer's seller's agent in order to prevent them from maximizing the probability of sales rather than their Ž profitability. These instruction functions in the percentage-fee experi-. ments need not, of course, be linear. Second, our sealed-bid bidding hypothesis is consistent with instruction functions which have two proper-Ž ties: they are not of slope 1 rather, they have slopes less than 1 if they are linear and at least have the property that principals constrain the prices . they will allow their agents to accept and these instruction functions should vary depending on the principal's estimate of the agent's bargaining strength. These features are expected to be true of both fixed-fee and percentage-fee experiments.
Table IIIa presents estimates of the following linear regressions run for each buyer and seller in each 1-consult indirect experiment,
When we refer to principal᎐agent theory we mean the static theory governing a one-shot version of this experiment. There may be repeated game considerations here involving reputation building, that might alter these results. where ⑀ are iid disturbance terms with mean 0 and standard deviation 1.
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We present linear regressions here after performing a Ramsey specification test to test if a higher order specification led to significantly different results. What we find is that in the fixed-fee experiment for only 6 of the Ž . 20 subjects buyers or sellers could we reject the linear hypothesis, while in the percentage-fee experiment we could reject the linear specification for only 4 subjects. All of these results are at the 5% level. The results of the Ramsey test are given in Table IV. As can be seen, in both 1-consult experiments the observed bid functions have slopes which are significantly different from unity. This is as true in the percentage-fee experiments as it is in the fixed-fee experiments, with mean slopes of 0.68 and 0.66 for seller and buyer subjects in the fixed-fee experiment and 0.74 and 0.78 for sellers and buyers in the percentage-fee experiment. Finally, when we test whether these intercepts and slopes are different from regressions fit using the data of Linhart et Ž . al., 1990 , where sealed-bid experiments were similarly run with 15 round horizons, and employing the same distribution functions as we used here Ž . Ž . with k s 0.5 , we find, using a Wilcoxon test see Appendix B , that there is no significant difference between either the slopes or intercepts of these instruction functions and the bid functions observed there at the 5% level 10 From looking at the data one would not be able to recognize the institution which generated them.
Finally, one would expect that the instruction function used by our 1-consult bidders would vary according to their estimate of the k defined by their agents. For example, when k is estimated to be equal to 1, price is determined strictly by buyer's principal price instruction. If both buyer and seller principals share this estimate of k, then it is a dominant strategy for the seller to use an instruction function which is linear with a constant of 0 and a slope equal to 1, while the equilibrium instruction function for the buyer would involve shaving one's value and setting a price limit less than the value. This is true because such a price-setting mechanism shares all the properties of truth-revealing mechanisms for the seller in the sense that his or her bid does not affect the price of the transaction but only the probability of trade. Hence, truthful instructions are dominant. As k moves toward 0, the opposite occurs. Hence, we would expect an inverse relationship between the size of k and the slope of the buyer's instruction function and a positive relationship between k and the slope of the seller's Ž instruction function. Note that k can be estimated for any pair of buyers and sellers by observing the price data knowing the bid and ask instructions of the principals. More precisely, we can estimate k by solving the Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž by substituting the average negotiated price over the 15 rounds of the . experiment for P, the average lowest acceptable price for c, and the average highest acceptable price for¨. Appendix C presents our estimates . of the average k for each pair of agents.
Computation of this correlation substantiates our hypothesis. The correlation coefficient depicting the relationship of k and the buyers' bid Ž . function was y0.81 significant at the 0% level in the percentage-fee Ž . experiment and y0.14 significant at the 72% level in the fixed-fee Ž experiment. The correlation coefficients for the sellers were 0.77 signifi-. Ž . cant at the 1% level and 0.32 significant at the 37% level for the percentage-and fixed-fee experiments, respectively. As we can see, there is a strong correlation between the slope coefficients of the subjects' instruction functions and the estimated mean value of k for each pair using the percentage-fee mechanism. While the strength of the correlation is weaker in the fixed-fee case, in both cases the sign of the correlation is consistent with the logic presented above since the sign of the correlation between the buyer's bid function and k is negative while it is positive for the sellers.
On the basis of the data discussed above, there appears to be at least qualitative support for the hypothesis we have put forward that subjects in indirect bargaining experiments tend to behave in a manner that is similar to that observed in previous sealed-bid experiments.
A Possible Explanation: 4-Consult Experiments Dynamic Instruction Functions and the Probability of Trade
While the 1-consult game played by the principals is basically static, the 4-consult game is inherently dynamic. Instructions given at the 0-second instant can be changed at 45 seconds, those given at 45 seconds can be changed at 90 seconds, etc. Hence, in order to correctly analyze what happened in the 4-consult experiments we must look at the time path of instructions given and at the concession rates they imply. It is our hypothesis here that the reason why the 4-consult experiment was so inefficient Ž was that principals overly constrained their bargainers i.e., gave instruc-. tions which lead to exceedingly low probabilities of trade at the 0-second mark and then did not sufficiently relax these constraints as time went on to sufficiently increase the probability of trade as time ran out. As a consequence, at the 135-second mark the bargainers were still too constrained to make a sufficient number of beneficial trades.
To be successful, this hypothesis must be consistent with two stylized facts presented by the data of this experiment. The first is that while in the 1-consult treatment the median length of time until a trade was consummated was 140-second for the fixed-fee treatment and 110 for the percentage-fee treatment, in the 4-consult experiment subjects often took the full Ž . 180 seconds 34 out of 90 trades while 60 out of the total of 90 trades took Ž place after at least 170 s had transpired. The median number of seconds . was 178. This is a dramatic difference and a possible additional source of inefficiency for the 4-consult experiments since in the real world, if ''time is money,'' bargaining among agents who have the ability to consult may become a lengthy, drawn out, and costly process. Second, the efficiencies in the 4-consult experiment were almost identical with those of the sealed-bid Ž . experiment of Linhart et al., 1990 indicating that the instruction func-Ž . tions for the 135᎐180-second interval where almost all trades took place should be close to those seen in the sealed-bid experiment.
To substantiate our hypothesis we will proceed by first presenting the instruction functions for the buyer and seller principals in this experiment at the 0-, 45-, 90-, and 135-second marks. Using these instruction functions, we will then illustrate how their shape and the manner in which they change over the horizon of the experiment help explain the two stylized facts stated above. When this analysis is over, we will present a table of what can be called markups and markdowns for all indirect experiments indicating the average concession that sellers and buyers were willing to make during the experiment. These markups and their change over time Ž . represent an alternative yet consistent analysis of our experiments results. Ž For illustrative purposes only we do our statistical analysis using indi-. vidual and not pooled data Fig. 2a and b presents the estimated 0-, 45-, 90-, and 135-second aggregate instruction functions for buyers and sellers in the 4-consult indirect FFBE along with those of the sealed-bid experi-Ž . ment Radner and Schotter, 1989 . These instruction functions were esti-Ž mated using a pooled sample of subject buyer and seller principals. Table  . IIIb and c presents the actual individual and pooled regression results. Looking only at the 4-consult regressions for the moment, we clearly see that on average, buyer and seller principals place extremely tight con-Ž . straints on their bargainers at the outset 0 seconds of their negotiations, and then relax these constraints as time goes on. For example, a buyer with a value of 100 would, on average, instruct his or her bargainer to not buy for a price greater than 40 at the 0-s mark while at the 135-s mark he or she would relax this constraint to allow a price of approximately 65. Similarly, the seller's principal with a cost of zero would demand a price no less than 48 at the 0-second mark and would relax this constraint to permit a sale at about 30 at the 135-second mark. Note, however, how close the 135-second instruction function is to the sealed-bid instruction function of Ž . Linhart et al., 1990 . This indicates that at the end of the experiment, where almost all trades took place and where the 135-second instruction function is relevant, we should expect efficiencies in the 4-consult experiments to be almost identical to those of the sealed-bid experiment as our data in Table II To illustrate how such constraints on trade would affect the probability of trade, we present Fig. 3a᎐d which presents the 0-, 45-, 90-and 135-second aggregate instruction functions for buyer and seller principals and places them on the same graph. If trade occurred according to these instruction functions, then we can clearly calculate the probability of trade during each time interval. For example, take the 0-second instruction functions presented in Fig. 3a. Here we see that, given the constraints of the buyer and the seller principal, no trade can occur since even if the seller drew a cost of 0 and the buyer drew a value of 100, given these instructions, the buyer's maximum price would be lower than the seller's minimally acceptable price. To more carefully characterize the possibilities of trade given these instruction functions, note that the best chance of trade occurring is when either the seller draws a cost of 0 or the buyer draws a value of 100. Knowing this, define V * as the minimal value that a buyer could draw given that his or her seller opponent has drawn a 0 cost Ž . for which trade is possible. At 45 seconds Fig. 3b , given the instruction functions, we see that trade is only possible if either the buyer draws a Ž . Ž . value greater than 80 V * s 80 . As we move to 90 seconds Fig. 3c and Ž . Ž . 135 seconds Fig. 3d , we see that these crucial values V * become Ž approximately 61 and 35 for the buyer. Similar calculations can be done for the seller by defining a comparable C*, but for expository simplicity we . will concentrate on the buyer. These critical values help us understand why the consummation of trade was delayed in these experiments as compared to the 1-consult experiments since it took time until there was even a sufficient feasible likelihood of trade.
In fact, we can easily calculate the expected probability of trade at each stage given the instruction functions of the buyers and sellers and the assumed distribution functions from which values and costs are drawn. For example, in our experiments the seller drew his or her cost from the Ž . 0.4 distribution Cr100 while the buyer drew his or her value from the ŽŽ . . 0.4 . distribution 1 y 100 y V r100
. Using the pooled estimated instruction functions,¨s ␣ q ␤ V for the buyer and c s ␣ q ␤ C for the 1 1 2 2 seller, we first calculate the conditional probability of trade at 0, 45, 90, and 135 seconds, respectively, conditional on the buyer drawing any value V ) V *. V * is the lowest value for which the probability of trade is positive since it equates the instruction that a seller would give when he or she receives a zero cost to the instruction given by a buyer with value V *, wŽ i.e., V * equates c s ␣ q ␤ 0 with¨s ␣ q ␤ V * or V * s ␣ y 
Ž .
The total probability of trade is then defined by integrating 4.1 with respect to V from V * to 100 to yield total probability of trade Ž . s a q bV r100 r 0.4r100 100 y V r100 dV.
Table V presents a set of identical calculations done using individual instruction functions rather than the aggregate ones presented in Fig. 3 . These calculations present the mean theoretical probability of trade at each time interval of the 4-consult experiment. In making these calculations, we calculated the probability of trade subject pair-by-subject pair and then averaged these probabilities time interval-by-time interval.
This table presents the mean theoretical probability of trade that would have occurred if subjects used their individual instruction functions estimated in Table IIIb and actually made trades whenever the instruction for the buyer was greater than that of the seller. Here the mean is taken over the individual-by-individual probability of trade for each time interval and does not use the pooled instruction functions used above to illustrate how our calculation could be made. In addition, it includes the actual probability of trade observed. For comparison purposes, we include the same calculations for the static sealed-bid mechanism where linear equilibrium strategies are employed.
As we see, while trade could have occurred before the 135-second Ž interval in the 4-consult experiments it tended not to. Later we will attribute this failure of trade to the fact that subjects may have treated these rounds as cheap-talk rounds or posturing rounds and any instruc- . tions made here were not seriously considered. However, we clearly see that our theory does predict monotonically increasing probabilities of trade as the 4-consult experiment progresses and probabilities in the last 135᎐180 s time interval which were not far away from those actually Ž . occurring 65 versus 61% . Hence, our hypothesis that principals were overzealous at the 0-s mark and then insufficiently relaxed their constraints on bargainers as the experiment progressed is capable of explaining the two most salient stylized facts of the 4-consult experiment: That w x practically no trades took place in the 0, 45 -s interval and the observed w similarity between the sealed-bid inefficiencies and the results in the 135, x 180 -s interval where the 135-s instruction function was used.
Markups, Markdowns, and Cheap Talk Markups and Markdowns
Finally, we present an alternative presentation of our hypothesis using Ž . Ž . the notions of a markup MU and markdown MD . We define a markup for seller j in period or round t as the percentage above cost demanded by Ž . the principal or MU s c y C rC , while the markdown for buyer i in jt jt jt period or round t is the percentage below his or her value demanded or Ž . MD s V y¨rV . These markdowns and markups represent, in some
sense, the toughness of the buyer and seller principals since they indicate how much below value or above cost they will allow their bargainers to settle for. Note that while 0 F MD F 1, the markup is unbounded since c is unlimited. In fact, since demands greater than V s 100 can never be Ž . met, we would expect 0 F MU F 100 y C rC . Finally note that the j j markup is undefined when C s 0. Because of this, we will use in our calculations the average markup and markdown for buyers and sellers
. trÝ V rt, where t s 1, 2, . . . , 15 is the time period of an experiment it t it Ž . Ž . and i j is the buyer seller .
Tables VI and VII present the average markups and markdowns for sellers and buyers in the 4-consult experiment and the two 1-consult experiments.
Looking at the sellers first note that the toughest sellers in any experiments were the 0-s seller principals whose average markup was 1.22 as compared to the average markup in the fixed-fee and percentage-fee experiments of 0.61 and 0.57, respectively. Over time these markups decreased, yet at the 135-s mark, the average seller markup of the 4-consult principals was still higher than that of both the fixed-fee and Ž percentage-fee principals in the 1-consult experiment 0.73 as compared to . 0.61 and 0.57, respectively . For buyers the situation is slightly different. While the 4-consult buyers start out being tougher than their counterparts in the 1-consult experiments with an average markdown of 0.57 as opposed to 0.20 and 0.51 for the fixed-fee and percentage-fee experiments, respectively, by the 135-s mark the 4-consult buyer principals were tougher than the fixed-fee buyer principals yet weaker than those of the percentage-fee experiment. Despite this fact, the 4-consult seller principals were sufficiently tough at the end of their experiment to keep efficiency levels down.
Cheap Talk
Finally, since practically all trades in our 4-consult experiment occurred at the 180-s mark, one might be tempted to treat all instructions prior to that time as cheap talk or simple posturing. While this hypothesis can explain the delay in reaching a deal, it cannot, of course, help us in explaining why the final inefficiency rate was similar to that of the sealed-bid experiment. In any case, to test this hypothesis we ran a probit regression where the left-hand variable was a discrete 0᎐1 variable indicating whether a trade was made or not and the right-hand variables were the Ž cost and value of the seller and buyer as well as their concessions i.e., for Ž buyers, the difference between their value and their instructions maxi-. mum acceptable price or, for sellers, the difference between their cost and Ž . their instructions minimal acceptable price at the four concession inter-. vals . The results of these regressions are presented in Table VIII . This cheap-talk hypothesis finds strong support for sellers where the only variables significantly affecting the probability of trade are the costs of sellers and their concessions at the 135-second mark. This obviously implies that whatever instructions they received prior to that point were irrelevant. For buyers, however, the concessions made at the 45-and 90-second marks appear significant at approximately the 5% level while the concessions made at the 135 second mark are only marginally significant at the 10% level. Clearly, since all concessions were monotonic, if on average, buyers conceded early in the experiment they need not go much further later in the experiment to be able to make a deal. In this sense it appears that sellers were tougher than buyers. 
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has attempted to shed some light on the contradictory evidence of laboratory face-to-face bargaining experiments and real-world experience with this same mechanism. The problem is that while face-toface bargaining seems efficient in the laboratory, it appears to break down often in the real world. Our explanation for this discrepancy relies on the fact that in the real world, face-to-face bargaining is usually conducted not between principals but between the agents of principals, i.e., between fiduciaries like lawyers. Hence while people meet face-to-face and bargain, the fact that these bargainers are acting as agents for others leads to a breakdown of efficiency. In short, the efficiency of laboratory face-to-face bargaining, relative to real-world experience, is not an artificial aspect of a laboratory environment, but rather a result of the fact that in the real world, bargaining is often done through agents and not directly by principals.
In addition, in the experiments we ran where agents could repeatedly consult with their principals, we noticed a dramatic lengthening of the time needed to consummate deals. This result implies that not only is bargaining through agents inefficient in terms of causing economic agents to miss otherwise profitable deals, but it also tends to exhibit larger transaction costs than bargaining where principals bargain face-to-face or where agents bargain with only one opportunity to consult. In the real world, such transaction costs can be substantial for principals when the hourly billing rates of lawyers are calculated.
To explain how this principal᎐agent relationship interferes with efficiency, we hypothesize that subject principals in our experiments treat the experiment as if it were a two-stage delegation game in which in stage 1 they instruct agents on how to play the stage-2 sealed-bid game. As a result, the principals placed restrictions on their bargaining that got in the way of efficiency. This hypothesis is supported by data on the type of bargaining breakdowns that occur as well as the shape of instruction functions each principal uses to instruct his or her agent. The greater inefficiency observed when agents have many opportunities to consult with their principals is explained in dynamic terms by observing that early on in such negotiations principals tended to overconstrain their bargainers leaving them little room to make beneficial deals until late in the bargaining process, during the last 45 seconds.
APPENDIX A
Instructions for the Percentage-Fee Indirect Face-to-Face Bargaining Experiment Introduction
You are about to engage in an experiment concerning decision-making. Various research institutions have provided funds for these experiments and if you make appropriate decisions you will earn a good monetary payment.
The Experiment
As you arrived, two things occurred. First, you were randomly arranged in pairs, and within each pair one of you has been designated as the bargainer and the other has been called the principal. Second, each pair has also been designated as either a buyer pair or a seller pair. Hence you may be either a buyer principal, a buyer's bargainer, a seller principal, or a seller's bargainer. Check the top of your instructions to see which one you are. You will be matched with the other member of your pair for the duration of the experiment. The buyer pair and seller pair will bargain repeatedly over the course of the experiment. In each round the buyer pair will be bargaining to buy a fictitious object from the seller pair; the seller pair will be bargaining to sell this object to the buyer pair. The fictitious object will be completely described by two numbers: its¨alue to the buyer pair and its cost to the seller pair. These numbers will be generated randomly and independently in each round, in a manner to be described below.
After you read these instructions and the procedures of the experiment are described to you, the buyer pair will be placed in a separate room from the seller pair. Although the principals in these pairs will not meet again until the experiment is over, the bargainers will meet repeatedly to bargain with each other in a pre-designated third room. The experiment will last for 15 rounds and each round will have two phases which we will call the pre-negotiation phase and the bargaining phase. The way the experiment works is as follows.
The Pre-Negotiation Phase
The first step is the generation of the random numbers defining the value of the object to the buyer pair and its cost to the seller pair. In each round, in the privacy of your room, the principal in each pair will be asked to choose a number from 1 to 5, and then another number from 1 to 75. The experimental administrator will then read out the number from one of five lists each containing 75 numbers. The buyer pair's random number Ž . value represents the amount of a fictitious currency called ''francs'' we will pay the buyer principal if the buyer's bargainer is successful in purchasing the object during the bargaining phase of that round. The buyer pair's random number is the buyer principal's ''redemption value'' Ž . for the object. The seller pair's random number cost represents how much the seller principal will have to pay in order to obtain the object for sale to the buyer pair. The seller pair's random number is the fictitious object's ''production cost'' to the seller principal. Note that only your pair knows your random number and that you will not be told the random number of the other pair. After you observe your number, the principal will write it in column 1 of his or her worksheet.
After the buyer pair's value and the seller pair's cost are known to them, each pair will discuss the way the bargainer in that pair is to conduct the negotiations with the other bargainer during the bargaining phase. In this discussion the buyer principal and the buyer's bargainer must agree on a highest acceptable price, or a price ''ceiling.'' In the subsequent bargaining phase, the buyer's bargainer may agree on any price less than or equal to the highest acceptable price, but if the agreed-upon price is higher than the highest acceptable price then the buyer's bargainer will be penalized by having money subtracted from his or her final payoff. Similarly, the seller principal and seller's bargainer must agree on a lowest acceptable price, or a price ''floor.'' The seller's bargainer, in the bargaining phase, may agree on any price higher than or equal to the lowest acceptable price, but he or she will be penalized if he or she agrees to a price that is lower than the lowest acceptable price. These penalties ensure that it will never benefit a bargainer to violate the instructions of his or her principal.
These acceptable prices will be written in column 2 of the principal's worksheet. Note that the bargainer on each pair will be bargaining for the principal and must follow the principal's instructions in order to make a positive payoff. If either the seller pair or the buyer pair cannot agree on an acceptable price within the 2-min pre-negotiation phase, that round of the experiment will end and all payoffs to all people will be zero for that round. The bargainer's payoff at the end of the experiment will not be Ž . identical to the principal's payoff. Payoffs are explained in detail below. The pre-negotiation phase will last 2 minutes and at this point the bargaining phase will begin.
The Bargaining Phase
After the pre-negotiation phase is over, the bargaining phase will begin by having the bargainers of each pair leave their respective rooms and go to a third room in which they will bargain. The bargaining rules are as follows. After each bargainer has observed the random number of his or her principal, and discussed bargaining strategy with his or her principal, the two bargainers will be given 3 minutes to discuss whether they want to make a transaction in this period of the experiment and if so at what price. They will be told when there are 3 minutes, 2 minutes, 1 minute and 30 seconds left in the period. The experimental administrator will also count down the seconds left from 10 to 0.
Payoffs
If a price is agreed on within the 3 min, the franc payoff to the buyer pair will be buyer franc payoff s value y price, while the seller pair's franc payoff will be seller franc payoff s price y cost. Note that the payoff to a buyer pair can be negative if and only if the buyer's bargainer agrees on a price which is greater than the value. Similarly, the payoff to a seller pair can be negative if and only if the seller's bargainer agrees on a price which is less than the cost.
If no price is agreed on during the 3 minutes, i.e., if time runs out before a price is agreed on, all players' payoffs will be zero for that period. We will wait until the 3 minutes are over before proceeding to the next round if no price is agreed on. If both the buyer's bargainer and the seller's bargainer agree on a price, you must tell the experimental administrator sitting with you that an agreement is reached.
For each round in which a price agreement is reached, and in which the negotiated price is not greater than the highest acceptable price determined in the buyer pair's pre-negotiation phase, the buyer principal will receive 2r3 of the payoff to the buyer pair and the buyer's bargainer will receive the remaining 1r3. If the negotiated price exceeds the highest acceptable price, the buyer principal will receive all of the payoff to the buyer pair for that round; the buyer's bargainer will receive no payoff for that round, and in addition the buyer's bargainer will have a penalty subtracted from his or her final payoff at the end of the experiment. Similarly, for each round in which a price agreement is reached and in which the negotiated price is not less than the lowest acceptable price determined in the seller pair's pre-negotiation phase, the seller principal will receive 2r3 of the payoff to the seller pair and the seller's bargainer will receive the remaining 1r3. If the negotiated price is less than the lowest acceptable price, the seller principal will receive all of the payoff to the seller pair for that round; the seller's bargainer will receive no payoff for that round and will have a penalty subtracted from his or her final payoff. The formula for these penalties is given below. The important point, however, is simply that it will never be in the interest of a bargainer to violate the instructions of his or her principal.
Once either a trade has been made or the 3 minutes of the round are over, this round will end. The bargainers will then return to their principals and report to them whether or not a trade was made and if so at what price. The principal will write in column 3 of his or her worksheet whether a transaction has been agreed to in period 1 by writing yes or no. In column 4 he or she will write the price and in column 5 the payoff. If no trade occurred, zeros should appear in columns 4 and 5.
After period 1 is over, you will proceed to period 2 by generating your Ž . new random numbers cost for the sellers, value for the buyers , and then engage in another 2-minute pre-negotiation phase and another 3-min bargaining phase. There will be 15 rounds. At the end we will convert your franc payoff into dollar payoffs in a manner to be described below.
In the discussions of the bargainers, certain rules will be strictly enforced by the experimental administrator sitting with you. If they are violated, the experiment will be terminated and the violating person will be given a minimal payoff.
Ž .
Ž 1 A bargainer must not announce his or her random number cost . or value or price limit to the other bargainer, nor may he or she take a piece of paper on which these numbers are written into the bargaining room.
2 No personal threats, abusive language or disparaging remarks about the actions of other persons engaged in the experiment will be tolerated.
3 In each period of the experiment you may only discuss the price of the fictitious good being sold in that period. For instance, no price arrangements about objects to be sold in later rounds may be discussed. You must discuss each object separately.
4 Finally, no discussion of payments outside of the experiment will be tolerated. For instance, you may not say ''if you agree to such and such price in this period I will pay you $X after we leave the experiment.''
Penalties
If the negotiated price exceeds the buyer pair's highest acceptable price, then an amount will be subtracted from the final payoff of the buyer's bargainer equal to the difference between the value and the highest Ž . acceptable price if the negotiated price is less than the value or the difference between the negotiated price and the highest acceptable price Ž . if the negotiated price exceeds the value . If the negotiated price is less than the seller pair's lowest acceptable price, then an amount will be subtracted from the final payoff of the seller's bargainer equal to the Ž difference between the lowest acceptable price and the negotiated price if . the negotiated price exceeds the cost or the difference between the lowest Ž acceptable price and the negotiated price if the negotiated price is less . than the cost . These penalties ensure that it can never benefit a bargainer to violate the acceptable price limit specified by his or her principal.
Final Payoffs
When the 15 rounds of the experiment are over, the final payoffs will be determined by adding all of the francs accumulated over the 15 rounds of the experiment. These francs will be converted into dollars at the rate of 1 franc s $0.05. Each bargainer will also receive a fixed payment of $6.00 for participating, while each principal will receive a fixed payment of $3.00. If by the end of the experiment a bargainer's total franc payoff is negative, these losses will be subtracted from the fixed payment of the principal. You will be paid when you leave. If any rules are violated, the violating party will receive the fixed payment of $3.00 minus any losses that have occurred while the other person will be paid by calculating his or her average payoff up until the violation and then multiplying it by 15.
Random Numbers
The random numbers on the lists held by the experimental administrators were generated independently depending upon whether you are a buyer or a seller. What we mean by a ''random number'' can be explained by looking at Figs. 4 and 5. Figure 4 describes how the random values of the buyers were generated. The graph shows possible values between 0 and 100 on the horizontal axis and a probability number on the vertical axis. The probability number tells Ž . you how likely it is that a buyer will receive a random number value less than or equal to any particular number. For instance, this graph indicates that the probability that a buyer will receive a value less than or equal to, Ž say, 25 is 0.108 while the probability that the buyer receives a value greater . than 25 is 0.892 . Similarly, the probability that the buyer receives a value Ž less than or equal to 50 is 0.242 while the probability that the buyer . receives a value greater than 50 is 0.758 . The probability that the buyer Ž receives a value of 75 or less is 0.425 the probability of receiving a value . greater than 75 is 0.575 . Table IX gives you more information about the way your random values are generated if you are a buyer. A point to note Ž is that if you are a buyer the likelihood of getting a ''high'' greater than Ž .  FIG. 4 . Probability that buyer receives a value less than greater than X.
FIG. 5.
Probability that seller receives a cost less than X. . 50 value is substantially greater than the probability of getting a ''low'' Ž . value i.e., a value less than 50 . In fact, the probability that a buyer will receive a value less than 50 is only 0.24.
For a seller, just the opposite is true, as Fig. 5 illustrates. Here we place all possible seller costs between 0 and 100 on the horizontal axis and a probability number on the vertical axis. Again the probability number defines the probability that if you are a seller you will receive a cost less than or equal to any particular cost. For instance, the probabilities that a seller will have a cost less than either 25, 50, or 75 are 0.575, 0.758, and 0.891, respectively. Table X lists other such probabilities.
A point to note is that, as opposed to the buyers, sellers have a greater Ž . chance of getting a low number i.e., a cost less than or equal to 50 than a Ž . high number greater than 50 . In fact, the probability that a seller will receive a cost less than 50 is 0.757.
To give you a feel for these numbers the experimental administrator will generate a few illustrative random numbers from the sellers' and buyers' lists, respectively. Since the numbers on the lists were generated in a manner consistent with the graphs described above, they should familiarize you with the random numbers you could draw. After this is done, we will begin our experiment.
Instructions for the Fixed-Fee Indirect Face-to-Face Bargaining Experiment
The instructions for the fixed-fee FFBE are identical to those for the percentage-fee FFBE except for the following changes.
Ž .
1 In place of the section titled ''Payoffs'' in the percentage-fee instructions, the fixed-fee instructions contain two sections titled ''Payoffs to Principals'' and ''Payoffs to Bargainers.'' Ž . 2 The ''Payoffs to Principals'' section of the fixed-fee instructions is identical to the first four paragraphs of the ''Payoffs'' section of the percentage-fee instructions except that references to the ''buyer pair'' or ''seller pair'' are replaced by references to the ''buyer principal'' or ''seller principal,'' respectively.
3 The first paragraph of the ''Payoffs to Bargainers'' section of the fixed-fee instructions reads as follows: ''For each round in which a price agreement is reached, the buyer's bargainer and the seller's bargainer will each receive a fixed payment of $1.00, provided that the agreed-upon price does not violate the acceptable price limits specified by the principals for that round. Otherwise, the bargainer who violated his or her principal's price limit will receive no payment for that round and will also have penalties subtracted from his or her final payoff. The formula for these penalties is given below. The important point, however, is simply that it will never be in the interest of a bargainer to violate the instructions of his or her principal.'' Ž . 4 The remainder of the ''Payoffs to Bargainers'' section of the fixed-fee instructions is identical to the last seven paragraphs of the ''Payoffs'' section of the percentage-fee section.
5 In place of the first two sentences of the section titled ''Final Payoffs'' in the percentage-fee instructions, the corresponding section of APPENDIX C Note. 1. LAP refers to lowest acceptable price. 2. HAP refers to highest acceptable price. 3. Ž . These estimated k's were obtained by solving the equation P s kv q 1 y k c for k after substituting the average actural price for P, the average lowest acceptable price for c, and the average highest acceptable price for v.
